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EMAIL #1 
ASSET:  OKRS AND GOAL MANAGEMENT 

SUBJECT LINES

21% Higher Profitability Through OKRs

2nd eBook in Series


BODY 
Hi <First Name> 


Now that you’ve downloaded <ebook title>, it’s time for the next resource spotlight of the 
series.


“There are so many people working so hard and achieving so little,” said Andy Grove, former 
Intel CEO. 


The problem is the right people working on the wrong things. OKRs solve this by connecting 
people with why.  


Employees that know why are engaged, creative, and deliver 21% higher profitability. 


Read The Asana Playbook to OKRs now to learn:


What are OKRs.

OKRs done right.

Common pitfalls to avoid. 


_________________________________ 

EMAIL #2

ASSET:  THE ANATOMY OF WORK 

SUBJECT LINES

26% Missed Deadlines Caused by Distributed Work 

Productivity Is Dropping While Burnout Is Rising 


BODY 
Hi <First Name> 




Now that you’ve downloaded <ebook title>, it’s time for the next resource spotlight of the 
series.


Remote collaboration is here to stay. Yet it’s compounding the problem of “work about work.”


Tool overload is burning out employees and killing productivity. When work is centralized and 
prioritized, the right work gets done.


Download Anatomy of Work now to learn:


What is work management.

Centralizing work for increased productivity.

Successful remote collaboration.


_________________________________


EMAIL #3

ASSET:  THE MARKETER’S PLAYBOOK 

SUBJECT LINES

The Successful Marketer’s Playbook

Secrets of Successful Remote Teams


BODY 
Hi <First Name> 


Now that you’ve downloaded <ebook title>, it’s time for the next resource spotlight of the 
series.


Marketing operations are fractured and disjointed. Tools built to simplify - 7,000+ and counting 
- have only added complexity. 


Information is everywhere and there is no single source of truth. With work management, silos 
and unnecessary steps are replaced by effortless collaboration.


Read The Marketer’s Playbook now to learn:


Common marketing challenges.

Secrets of high-performing teams.

Accomplishing more with less.


